Cyclohexyl "base pairs" stabilize duplexes and intensify pyrene fluorescence by shielding it from natural base pairs.
In this study, we investigated the stability and structure of artificial base pairs that contain cyclohexyl rings. The introduction of a single pair of isopropylcyclohexanes into the middle of DNA slightly destabilized the duplex. Interestingly, as the number of the "base pairs" increased, the duplex was remarkably stabilized. A duplex with six base pairs was even more stable than one containing six A-T pairs. Thermodynamic analysis revealed that changes in entropy and not enthalpy contributed to duplex stability, demonstrating that hydrophobic interactions between isopropyl groups facilitated the base pairing, and thus stabilized the duplex. NOESY of a duplex containing an isopropylcyclohexane-methylcyclohexane pair unambiguously demonstrated its "pairing" in the duplex because distinct NOEs between the protons of cyclohexyl moieties and imino protons of both of the neighboring natural base pairs were observed. CD spectra of duplexes tethering cyclohexyl moieties also showed a positive-negative couplet that is characteristic of the B-form DNA duplex. Taken together, these results showed that cyclohexyl moieties formed base pairs in the DNA duplex without severely disturbing the helical structure of natural DNA. Next, we introduced cyclohexyl base pairs between pyrene and nucleobases as an "insulator" that suppresses electron transfer between them. We found a massive increase in the quantum yield of pyrene due to the efficient shielding of pyrene from nucleobases. The cyclohexyl base pairs reported here have the potential to prepare highly fluorescent labeling agents by multiplying fluorophores and insulators alternately into DNA duplexes.